JELLYBEAN EVENTS PRESENTS:

YOUR FULLY
CUSTOMISED
VIRTUAL QUIZ
NIGHT

Perfect for PRIVATE and CORPORATE events

HOW IT WORKS
A little bit of friendly competition never hurt anyone!
Challenge your friends and family to Jellybean's Lock Down Quiz nights.
What makes our quiz packages unique is that our in-house "Quizmaster", along with
our "Scorekeeper", will host and keep track of the scoring for the entire evening
allowing the client to compete with their friends.
The quiz is shared on screen as a presentation using the "share screen" function on
zoom. This allows all participants to see the questions.
The Quizmaster, along with the scorekeeper, presents the questions, keeps track of
the score, ensures the quiz is running smoothly as well as provide banter and
entertainment throughout the evening.
They will ask the questions in typical gameshow host fashion making you feel like
you are on a real quiz show. Teams will have a certain amount of time to discuss their
answers, write them down on a piece of paper and display their answers on-screen in
order to be scored by the Scorekeeper.

CUSTOMIZE
Personalise the following:
Step 1 - Topics
Step 2 - Non Q&A-style questions
Step 3 - Who's playing?
Step 4 - Overall look and feel
Step 5 - Choose your difficulty level
Step 6 - Something extra

VIEW

HERE
A SNEAK PEAK
OF HOW THE
QUIZ WORKS

Choose from the following packages to get started...

Package 1:
The QUIZard of Oz Package
3x Q&A-style Rounds
1x non Q&A-style Round
1x Bonus Round
Time: approx 30 minutes
(up to 8 teams)

R862.50 INCL VAT
Including

quizmaster

scorekeeper,
FREE

zoom

invite

&

link

&

PDF

NEED MORE TEAMS?
Additional
quizzes

teams

and

can

result
be

in

longer

arranged

on

request!

Just want your customised quiz? No problem
R230.00 incl VAT

Package 2:
Let's Get QUIZical Package
4x Q&A-style Rounds
2x non Q&A-style Round
1x Bonus Round
Time: approx 60 minutes
(up to 8 teams)

R1035.00 INCL VAT
Including

quizmaster

scorekeeper,
FREE

zoom

invite

link

&
&

PDF

NEED MORE TEAMS?
Additional
quizzes

teams

and

can

result
be

in

longer

arranged

on

request!

Just want your customised quiz? No problem
R345.00 incl VAT

Package 3:
Risky QUIZness Package
5x Q&A-style Rounds
2x non Q&A-style Round
1x Bonus Round
Time: approx 90 minutes
(up to 8 teams)

R1380.00 INCL VAT
Including

quizmaster

scorekeeper,
FREE

zoom

invite

&

link

&

PDF

NEED MORE TEAMS?
Additional
quizzes

teams

and

can

result
be

in

longer

arranged

on

request!

Just want your customised quiz? No problem
R402.50 incl VAT

Step 1 - Choose your topics
for Q&A-style question
1. General Knowledge
2. Current Events
3. Sports
4. All answers start with a
specific letter...
5. Pop Culture & Celebrities
6. TV
7. Film
8. Flags
9. History
10.Geography
11. Animals
12. Art
13. Music
14. The Royal Family
15. Food

16. Disney
17. The Human Anatomy
18. The English Language
19. Booze
20. Science
21. Technology
22. Fashion
23. A specific film eg Harry Potter
24. A specific series eg Friends
25. A specific famous person eg Lady Gaga
26. Questions about a specific person eg the
birthday man/woman
27. Cars
28. Nature
29. Places (Travel Questions)
30. Books

Please note that any theme suggested can be executed

Step 2 - Choose non Q&Astyle questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Identify the face
Unscramble the word
Complete the lyrics
Guess the song
Complete the pattern
Memory game
Various Puzzles and Problem Solving
Decode the phrase
Guess the gibberish

Step 3 - WHO'S PLAYING?
(optional)
MEET THE
TEAMS
Send us the names and pictures of your
participating teams to be included in
your quiz. Your friends will love this
personal touch!

Step 4 - THE LOOK & FEEL?
(optional)
COLOURS AND PICTURES (IS IT AN
OCCASION?)
Send us any pictures you may want included as well as your
preferred colour scheme you would like incorporated on the quiz
presentation.
Great for corporates to include their branding and colours in the
quiz.

Step 5 - DIFFICULTY LEVEL
CHOICE OF THE
FOLLOWING:
INTERMEDIATE
INGRID

BETTY
BEGINNER
SMARTY
PANTS
SUSIE

Step 4 - SOMETHING EXTRA
(Optional)
ADD DRINK CHECK SLIDES
Transform QUIZ night into the ultimate drinking game for a really
fun socially distant evening!

Step 4 - SOMETHING EXTRA
(Optional)
ADD PRIZES FOR THE WINNING
TEAM/PLAYER
For R230 inc VAT and FREE DELIVERY get a bottle of wine
delivered to the winning team!

LARGER GROUPS
GREAT!
GREAT!

HOW IT WORKS
Is your team particularly big?
No problem! We can help with that too!
The group will be split up into teams. Each team member will get a
number. The number they get will correspond with the number
question that they get to answer. For example all NUMBER 1's will
represent their team in ROUND 1 and so on.
When you are representing your team during your round, you will have
your video and audio switched on while the rest of the team will switch
theirs off.
This way all team members get a chance to play and represent their
teams throught the game.
Break away rooms can be used for teams to discuss answers for group
rounds if need be.

What exactly is a quiz night?

FAQs

A quiz night is a virtual event. This event is run using Zoom. The host shares a their screen with all participants to reveal a quiz presentation containing different rounds of
questions that players must answer in order to win points. Music is used to set the tone and there are time limits on how long teams have to answer the questions. Teams
present their answers by writing them down on a piece of paper and holding it up to the camera in order to be scored.
Why choose a quiz night?

Our quiz nights are designed to challenge all players in a fun and meaningful way. They are the perfect way to connect with friends, family and colleagues in a safe and
socially distant setting.
Do I really need a Quiz Master to host?

Hiring one of our in-house trained Quiz Masters and Score Keepers ensures that the client can also take part in the quiz. It reduces all the stress and anxiety that comes
with runnning a virtual event. Our hosts are experts at keeping the pace , banter and overall vibe of the event running smoothly.
What are the recommended themes?

Our most popular themes include: General Knowledge, Film, Pop Culture & Celebrities and Travel. Our most popular non Q&A-style questions are: Identify the Face,
Unscramble the Word and Guess the Gibberish.
What are "Drink Checks"?

Drink checks are optional slides that can be added to any quiz presentation that turn the quiz night into a drinking game. When a drink check slide is on the screen, all
players must hold their drinks up or face a point deduction!
How much notice must I give the JellyBean Events team in order to prepare a curated quiz?

JellyBean Events will need 48 hours in order to curate a personalised quiz for you. We can, however, assist with a standard (non customised) quiz if you are short on time.
How do the teams work?

Our quiz nights can be played in teams, pairs or as an individual. Each team must be on one device. We don't recommend having multiple teams per household as the
WiFi tends to be poorly effected by this.

LOCK DOWN OFFER
Just because our ultimate goal is
to spread the virtual vibes we are
offering a discount to any groups
who are willing to post their quiz
experience and virtual fun on
social media by tagging
@jellybean_events.
Will receive R100 off their quiz!

OUR REVIEWS

Email us your choices and we will fully curate a
quiz night for you and your friends!
EMAIL:
INFO@JELLYBEANWORLD.CO.ZA

GOT QUESTIONS? NO PROBLEM! CALL US ON:
083 392 9593

WEBSITE:
WWW.JELLYBEANWORLD.CO.ZA

WE CAN'T WAIT!

TCENNOC S'TEL

FACEBOOK
@JELLYBEANEVENTS

INSTAGRAM
@JELLYBEAN_EVENTS

